U.S. Must Press Somalia to Deliver Competent Governance

Joshua Meservey

Abstract

For decades, violence in Somalia has frustrated U.S. efforts to steady the country. However, the military defeats and territorial losses that the Islamist terror group al-Shabaab has suffered since 2011 allowed a permanent federal government to form, and provided the best chance in decades for Somalia to stabilize itself. The government has done poorly thus far. However, the window of opportunity for Somalia remains open, justifying continued U.S. stabilization efforts. To assist the long, difficult, and uncertain process, the U.S. should construct a series of benchmarks with which to hold the Somali government accountable and judge the efficacy of U.S. engagement; mobilize allies to keep the Somali government accountable; better monitor the aid it sends into the country; mediate regional powers’ competition for influence in Somalia; and help Somalia develop its security institutions in tandem with training its military.

Instability has gripped the East African country of Somalia for more than 20 years. The complete breakdown in governance in the early 1990s created a void first filled by warlords and then by a series of Islamist terrorist groups. Hundreds of thousands of Somalis have died in the violence, and millions have fled the country or are internally displaced. The instability strains the region and created recurrent famines that took a further toll on the Somali people.

The current dominant terrorist group, and the most powerful in Somalia’s history, is al-Shabaab, an al-Qaeda affiliate. Despite military setbacks beginning in 2011, it still controls significant territory and launches frequent attacks into neighboring countries,
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particularly Kenya. Thousands of non-Somalis have supported the group during its existence, including scores of U.S. residents and citizens.

For years Somalia’s disarray resisted U.S. efforts to steady the country. However, al-Shabaab’s battlefield losses provided an opportunity unprecedented in two decades. In 2012, Somalia established a permanent federal government, which the international community strongly backed in the hopes of stabilizing Somalia.

Since then, the government has made insufficient progress toward delivering the type of governance and security that can steady the country. Yet the stabilization effort, though hugely difficult, is still viable. A stable, competent Somali government would be able to serve U.S. interests in the region, which are strong enough to necessitate more patience with the Somali government than the U.S. should otherwise have. The government, however, must quickly improve its performance.

The U.S. should continue supporting the government, but must construct a series of benchmarks to facilitate strict oversight and accountability. Other components of the U.S. effort should include mobilizing allies to keep the Somali government accountable; better monitoring the aid it sends into the country; engaging directly with federal member states when appropriate; and helping Somalia develop its security institutions in tandem with training its military.

If the Somali government remains mired in corruption and fecklessness, the U.S. should decrease its support and focus strictly on counterterrorism. Only after a system of accountable authority has established itself with a chance of creating stability in the country would the U.S. want to consider supporting stabilization activities again. Counterterrorism is not the solution to Somalia’s instability, but the U.S. should not pour money and lives into an open-ended commitment to a government that does not have a reasonable chance of succeeding.

A Brief History

General Mohamed Siad Barre took power in Somalia in a coup in 1969, nine years after southern Somalia joined with Somaliland (a former British colony) to form the Republic of Somalia. In accord with his “scientific socialism” philosophy, Barre imposed a heavily centralized political and economic system, and undertook a range of social engineering projects.1

Barre’s economic mismanagement, divisive clan policies, and abuse of his people led to a proliferation of clan-based rebel groups in the 1980s. After a ruinous struggle, Barre fled Somalia on January 26, 1991, leaving the rebel groups to rip the country to pieces as they struggled for power.

In early 1993, the U.S. landed troops in Somalia to join a U.N. peacekeeping operation guarding food aid shipments that militias routinely looted. After one of them killed more than 20 Pakistani peacekeepers, the U.S. began targeting its leader, Mohamed Farah Aideed. A botched raid against Aideed’s operation led to a pitched battle in Mogadishu during which militiamen shot down two U.S. Black Hawk helicopters and killed 18 U.S. servicemen (dramatized in the 2001 movie Black Hawk Down). The U.S. withdrew from Somalia soon after.2

Following the Black Hawk Down fiasco, the international community focused on counterterror efforts and supporting a string of weak transitional governments. Somalia remained chaotic until 2006, when 11 clan-based and sub-clan-based Islamic courts, which formed in different pockets of Mogadishu, coalesced into the Islamic Courts Union (ICU). The ICU rapidly took control of Mogadishu and then most of southern Somalia, enjoying significant popular support.

The rise of the ICU concerned neighboring Ethiopia and the United States. The ICU harbored an unknown number of al-Qaeda members,3 and some of its leaders trained in Afghanistan with al-Qaeda and made irredentist claims on eastern Ethiopia.4 It

2. Ibid., pp. 60–61.
also had a number of Western citizens fighting for it.\textsuperscript{5} The ICU refused U.S. requests to expel the al-Qaeda members,\textsuperscript{6} and in December 2006 called for jihad against Ethiopia.\textsuperscript{7} Backed by U.S. intelligence and surveillance capabilities, Ethiopia promptly invaded Somalia and routed the ICU.

One of the ICU’s hardline components, Harakat al-Shabaab al-Mujahideen, better known as al-Shabaab, rallied to lead an anti-Ethiopian insurgency. The Ethiopians pulled the last of their troops from Somalia in December 2008, leaving the latest internationally backed transitional government trapped in a sliver of Mogadishu, with al-Shabaab held at bay only by the U.N.-backed African Union Mission in Somalia (AMISOM) force.

In July 2010, al-Shabaab perpetrated a double bombing in Uganda, one of two countries contributing troops to the approximately 5,000-strong AMISOM force.\textsuperscript{8} The bombing galvanized the international community to broaden AMISOM’s mandate and eventually increase its size to about 22,000 troops. The bolstered force—with some support from the nascent Somali National Army (SNA) and several anti-al-Shabaab militias—began pushing al-Shabaab back, eventually driving it from all its major strongholds.

Al-Shabaab today is diminished but remains dangerous. It still controls significant territory, and is able to field units large enough to penetrate AMISOM bases.\textsuperscript{9} It routinely launches terror attacks in Mogadishu and in neighboring countries, especially Kenya. It has a significant number of foreign fighters, including an unknown number of Westerners.

Nevertheless, the success of AMISOM and allied forces gave Somalia the chance to create a permanent central government for the first time since Barre fell. In August 2012, the country adopted a provisional constitution. The following month, parliament elected Hassan Sheikh Mohamud to serve as the country’s eighth president.\textsuperscript{10} The process was corrupt and driven by clannism, but many within the international community nonetheless greeted Hassan Sheikh’s ascension with optimism. The United States re-established official ties with the Somali government in January 2013, ending a 20-year hiatus in diplomatic relations between the two countries.\textsuperscript{11}

The Islamic Courts Union refused U.S. requests to expel al-Qaeda members, and in December 2006 called for jihad against Ethiopia.

In 2015, Hassan Sheikh announced that expected one-man, one-vote elections in 2016 (a change from the process used to select the president in 2012) would be impossible due to ongoing insecurity. Instead, the National Leadership Forum (NLF)—a group of federal and regional Somali leaders—negotiated an alternative electoral framework that expanded the electoral process the country used in 2012. In the expanded format, 135 elders drawn from various clans chose 14,025 delegates, who then selected the 275 members of the Lower House (officially known as the House of the People).\textsuperscript{12}

The parliamentary seats for the Lower House were apportioned according to the “4.5 formula,” by which the four dominant clans—Darod, Dir, Hawiye,
and Rahanweyn—received an equal number of seats, while all other clans combined received half as many as one of the major clans. This worked out to the four dominant clans each electing 61 members for the Lower House, while the rest of the clans elected 31 seats among them.\(^\text{13}\)

The electoral process included the creation of an Upper House of parliament as well, as provided for in the provisional constitution. Somalia has a federal system, with six established states: Galmudug, Hirsheballah, Jubaland, Puntland, Somaliland, and South West State. The state executives selected at least two nominees for each Upper House seat that was allotted to their state, and the state legislatures then voted on which one would win the seat.\(^\text{14}\) The provisional constitution requires that states have an equal number of Members of Parliament (MPs) in the Upper House, and that the total number of Upper House MPs not exceed 54.\(^\text{15}\)

After they were elected, MPs from both houses of parliament voted on the president. In a surprise result, Mohamed Abdullahi Mohamed, a former prime minister and dual U.S.–Somali citizen more frequently known as “Farmajo,” won the election in the second round of voting. Farmajo was inaugurated in February 2017.

**U.S. Interests in Somalia**

U.S. interests in Somalia have been sufficiently robust to spur U.S. engagement with the country for decades, sometimes at significant cost. The interests driving the U.S.’s long engagement with the country are as follows:

- **Fighting al-Shabaab**, a group that harms the U.S. by:
  - Destabilizing Somalia, a country the U.S. has tried to help towards stability.
  - Affiliating with a terrorist organization, al-Qaeda, which has attacked the U.S. and its interests for decades. Al-Shabaab’s first concern is winning the local jihad, but it occasionally calls for lone wolf attacks in the U.S. and would happily attack U.S. interests in the region if the opportunity arose.\(^\text{16}\)
  - Al-Shabaab also once had dozens of American citizens and residents fighting with it, including at least four who became suicide bombers.\(^\text{17}\) It likely only has a few Americans now, and is no longer an attractive destination for most aspiring terrorists from the West. As long as the group, or one like it, is active in Somalia, however, there is the danger it will again attract Americans. That would bring to the U.S. all the problems associated with having some of its citizens fighting for a deadly, committed terrorist organization.
  - Frequently attacking neighboring countries allied to the U.S., especially Kenya.

**Fighting ISIS.** In October 2015, a small breakaway faction of al-Shabaab declared allegiance to ISIS.\(^\text{18}\) Making significant inroads in Somalia will be difficult for it,\(^\text{19}\) but given the virulence of ISIS, and the likelihood it is seeking new bases as it gets pushed from Iraq and Syria, it is in U.S. interests to prevent the faction from making gains in Somalia.

**Preventing Humanitarian Crises.** Poor or non-existent governance, drought, and violence cause recurrent famine in Somalia. U.S. efforts to avert disasters strengthen the U.S.’s moral authority.

---

13. Ibid.
17. They are: Shirwa Ahmed, Omar Mohamud, Farah Mohamed Beledi, and Ibrahim Abdirahman Mohamed. There are conflicting reports whether Abdisalan Hussein Ali was also a suicide bomber. Author research.
Disaster relief after a crisis that spins out of control is also expensive, and sometimes embroils the U.S. in difficult situations for which it is not fully prepared. Helping Somalia achieve stability would save the lives of people from Somalia, neighboring countries, and perhaps the U.S., and would free up money that the U.S. would otherwise spend on disaster relief in the country.

**Stopping Piracy.** Somali-based pirates attacked hundreds of ships during the peak of their activity between 2010 and 2012. Pirates extorted more than $200 million in ransoms annually for the ships they captured, causing maritime security costs to rise to $7 billion a year. The rate of attacks plummeted beginning in 2012, though there was a small flare-up in early 2017. Pirates only ever hijacked a tiny percentage of the ships that passed through the Gulf of Aden, but given U.S. commitment to ensuring free and safe international shipping, it is in U.S. interests to ensure that piracy does not re-emerge in Somali waters.

**Helping Allies.** The instability in Somalia is straining a number of U.S. allies in East Africa. Several of them have lost hundreds of troops in Somalia. Refugees have fled Somalia for nearby countries for more than 20 years, and criminal gangs use Somalia as a transit point for smuggled goods into the region. The U.S. benefits from strong allies, and the situation in Somalia is weakening several of them.

**Ensuring That Its Previous Investment in the Country Is Not Wasted.** Over the past 10 fiscal years, the U.S. spent nearly $2.5 billion in foreign aid on Somalia. It also lost service members during operations in the country, most recently in May 2017. That investment of blood and treasure gives the United States a stake in Somalia’s future, and a responsibility to do all it reasonably can to ensure that this investment is not squandered.

**Maintaining Ties with the Government of a Strategically Located Country.** Somalia has the second-longest Indian Ocean coastline in Africa, is proximate to the Bab el Mandeb chokepoint and to the Middle East, and borders Djibouti, where the U.S. has its only permanent African military base. A number of regional powers are seeking influence in Somalia, and the U.S. must ensure that it protects its own interests there during the growing competition.

**What Al-Shabaab Wants**

Al-Shabaab declared allegiance to al-Qaeda in 2012, and reaffirmed its vow two years later. It wishes, as al-Qaeda does, to create a global caliphate ruled by its harsh interpretation of Islamic law. At one time, some of al-Shabaab’s leadership wanted to focus more on a nationalist struggle, but emir Ahmed Abdi Godane purged them in 2013. Godane’s successor, Ahmed Diiriye, appears to have the same global perspective as Godane did.

In practice, al-Shabaab focuses on first conquering Somalia. It also seeks to win territory in neighboring regions inhabited primarily by ethnic Somalis, or in other primarily Muslim areas. It has a quasi-state structure consisting of nine offices, each of which is led by a senior official who reports to Diiriye. Its military wing, Jaysh al-Uusra (Army of Hardship), is split up among the six governorates into which al-Shabaab divided its Somalia operations. It also has a unit

---


Foreign Fighters in Somalia—Some from Western Countries

Non-Somalis, including many from the West, have been fighting in Somalia for decades. In 1996, Ethiopian forces killed a European citizen fighting for the Islamist terrorist group al-Itihaad al-Islamiya (AIAI), while a Swedish asylee named Gouled Hassan Dourad began fighting with AIAI in 1997. American, British, Canadian, Danish, and Swedish citizens—including the man who became al-Shabaab's most famous recruit from the U.S., Omar Hammami—fought with the Islamic Courts Union (ICU).

Al-Shabaab has coveted foreign fighters from its earliest days. When it was still a wing of the ICU, it even took over control of the Mogadishu airport from other elements of the ICU to ensure that arriving foreign fighters were welcomed. Leading members of the group made specific calls to foreign fighters, and in March 2008 the group released a martyrdom video in which a narrator spoke in fluent English for the first time. In 2010, most of the group's important videos were in English or had English subtitles.

Al-Shabaab's appeals likely drew in thousands of foreign fighters, including at least 33 American citizens or residents, most of whom were of Somali descent. Those with battle experience from other jihads were particularly valuable for their fighting and leadership, and likely helped al-Shabaab gain the level of tactical and technological sophistication that it has.

Inexperienced foreign fighters, such as most of those from the West, were generally of little value as front-line fighters. They had other uses, however, including frequently being among the most fanatical.

§ Kohlmann, “Shabaab Al-Mujahideen: Migration and Jihad in the Horn of Africa.”
|| Ibid.
†† This number includes only those U.S. citizens or residents who physically traveled to Somalia to join the group. Dozens of others either tried and were stopped by law enforcement, or provided some other form of support for the group. There are almost certainly significantly more U.S. citizens or residents who joined al-Shabaab in Somalia or supported it in some other way, but whose stories never appeared in open-source reporting. Author research.
composed largely of East Africans that is responsible for most of the attacks in Kenya.27

The rigid Wahhabist worldview of Al-Shabaab's leadership28 is the animating spirit of the group, but is also a vulnerability. The support or acquiescence of Somalis is critical to its hopes of ruling Somalia.29 Yet its violent interpretation of Islam is off-putting to most Somalis,30 and its frequent killing of fellow fighters. At least 12 citizens or residents of Western countries became suicide bombers, while others participated in some of the most brutal attacks in al-Shabaab's history.38

Foreign fighters were also of significant propaganda value. Some appeared in propaganda videos. Omar Hammami, who first joined the ICU, became one of al-Shabaab's most famous propagandists, while others, such as Swedish citizen Fu'ad Muhammed Qalaf (more commonly known as “Shongole”), became important recruiters and fundraisers.

Despite al-Shabaab's yen for foreign fighters, its leadership was suspicious of them. Word began to leak out of the group's poor treatment of foreigners and its brutality against fellow Somalis, and its appeal as a destination for aspiring jihadis faded.39 There are now only occasional reports of Westerners supporting al-Shabaab, though the group almost certainly still has some in its ranks.40


28. While al-Shabaab's leadership are generally committed ideologues, not all of its recruits are. Some joined for money or because of clan politics, some were kidnapped into the group, and some were motivated by al-Shabaab's mixture of nationalist and Islamist appeals. Graham Turbiville, Josh Meservey, and James Forest, “Countering the al-Shabaab Insurgency in Somalia: Lessons for U.S. Special Operations Forces,” Joint Special Operations University Report No. 14-1, February 2014, pp. 18–21.


Muslims\textsuperscript{31} drained some of the popular support it once enjoyed.\textsuperscript{32}

Al-Shabaab's need for the support or acquiescence of the Somali people to achieve its goals appears to drive much of its strategy. The government of Somalia is the most prominent competing system of rule, so al-Shabaab is intent on discrediting it. Violence accomplishes that goal in two ways: killing government officials degrades the government's capacity to govern, and violence of any kind warns the Somali people that the government is incapable of protecting them and that they should submit to al-Shabaab for their own safety.

For this reason, al-Shabaab frequently attacks hotels in Mogadishu, the gathering places of elites.\textsuperscript{33} In an attempt to undermine the credibility of any new government, al-Shabaab also increased its attacks in the run-up to the Somali electoral process, and has maintained a high operational tempo ever since.\textsuperscript{34}

Anyone who participated in the electoral process appears to be a particular al-Shabaab target. The group is likely behind the killings of at least six delegates from the recent electoral process.\textsuperscript{35} Some elders from al-Shabaab-controlled territories who were involved in selecting delegates for the electoral process later denounced their involvement and paid a fine to al-Shabaab, almost certainly to avoid the group's retribution.\textsuperscript{36}

Al-Shabaab also assassinates prominent Somalis, particularly outspoken opponents. It will even sometimes foment clan violence in areas liberated by AMISOM\textsuperscript{37} to send the message to Somalis that only al-Shabaab can guarantee stability and peace.

Al-Shabaab attacks AMISOM because it is the government's bulwark against collapse, to punish the troop-contributing countries, and to capture materiel. It is also probably trying to recapture some of the nationalist support that propelled it to its greatest strength when it led the anti-Ethiopian insurgency beginning in 2006.\textsuperscript{38}

In 2015, al-Shabaab added massed infantry attacks against AMISOM bases to its strategy, overrunning three in 2015 and 2016, and possibly several others in June 2016 and January 2017 (AMISOM

---

31. The group uses the radical takfir doctrine to justify its killing of fellow Muslims. The doctrine holds that a Muslim who disobeys a fundamentalist interpretation of Islamic law is in reality an apostate. That allows a “true” Muslim to ignore the Quranic injunction against killing innocent people and Muslims in particular. Lawrence Wright, The Looming Tower: Al-Qaeda and the Road to 9/11 (New York: Vintage Books, 2007), pp. 141-144.


35. Author research from various news reports.


37. Author conversation with nongovernmental organization official, Nairobi, Kenya, June 16, 2016.
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NOTE: An additional attack near Barawe is not listed, as the village in which it was launched could not be located.

and Al-Shabaab frequently give conflicting accounts of the attacks, making it difficult to determine if Al-Shabaab actually overran the bases.\(^{39}\) It has started routinely striking SNA bases as well, launching at least 18 such attacks since August 2015.\(^{40}\)

Al-Shabaab has also increased its attacks in Puntland, the northernmost federal member state, where it traditionally had only a minimal presence. It has kept up a steady pace of assassinations and car bombings since the beginning of 2016, including briefly capturing the town of Garad and launching the deadliest terror attack ever in Puntland in August 2016.\(^{41}\) Reports of Puntland security forces battling Al-Shabaab militants or breaking up its terror cells are now commonplace.

Despite Al-Shabaab's displays of strength, a drought gripping Somalia is sapping the terror group of some of its power. As it did during a 2010–2012 famine, Al-Shabaab is blocking food aid from reaching hungry people under its control.\(^{42}\) People are fleeing toward government-controlled areas where aid organizations operate, thereby depriving Al-Shabaab of tax revenue it extorts from people in its territory.\(^{43}\) Similarly, the drought has depressed economic activity and killed livestock, both sources of tax revenue for Al-Shabaab.\(^{44}\)

Nevertheless, Al-Shabaab still has reason for hope over the long term. The group needs only to maintain the capacity to meaningfully challenge the government's authority. Doing so will frustrate the government’s attempt to build enough credibility with its people to govern effectively, and leave Somalis few options other than to submit to Al-Shabaab.

Al-Shabaab as currently comprised can hold on for the foreseeable future. The fundamentally Somali nature of the group, and the cunning of its leadership, gives it a resilience that allows it to survive and maintain high-level operations even while facing a militarily superior AMISOM. The forces fighting Al-Shabaab are also not powerful enough to make further significant gains.\(^{45}\)

The window of opportunity to break the stalemate is closing. AMISOM is by far the most effective anti-al-Shabaab military force, yet it is due to start drawing down in 2018 and to be out of the country entirely by the end of 2020. Given the scant progress the SNA has made since 2012, there is a strong possibility it will not be capable enough to take over all AMISOM responsibilities by the withdrawal deadline. Yet the European Union, which funds much of the AMISOM troop allowances, may be unwilling to continue its funding beyond 2020, as it has already paid far more than it originally expected.\(^{46}\)

The U.S. should already be working with international partners to create a contingency plan that would bridge any security gap between AMISOM withdrawal and the time the SNA can take full responsibility. One option is to fund a smaller, post-2020 AMISOM. The SNA should be able to accept increased responsibility by then, which means that fewer AMISOM troops would be required and the

---

39. The attacks were in June 2015 against the Burundian base at Leego; September 2015 against the Ugandan base in Janaale; January 2016 against the Kenyan base in El Adde; June 2016 against the Ethiopian base in Halgan; and January 2017 against the Kenyan base in Kolbiyow. A suicide car bomb usually initiates the attack by breaching the base’s fortifications to allow the infantry to flow in. There have been other, less severe attacks against AMISOM bases as well.

40. Media reports collected by author.


44. Osman, “Al-Shabaab Militants Try Food to Win Hearts and Minds in Drought.”


mission would be less expensive. The mission could also draw down some of its civilian components that perform functions either the Somali government or one of the countries engaged in Somalia could do.

The U.S. would have to try to persuade the EU to continue funding the cheaper mission after 2020, which would likely require providing a clear, realistic, and short timeline for the force’s full withdrawal. The African Union (AU) also plans by 2020 to collect $800 million per year from member states to fund its peace and security operations. The international community could pressure the AU to help bankroll a bridging AMISOM force. Finally, the U.S. could lead a diplomatic push to pressure countries—such as the United Arab Emirates (UAE), Turkey, and Saudi Arabia—that benefit from AMISOM’s Soma-


The window of opportunity to break the AMISOM–al-Shabaab stalemate is closing.

Any such plan is contingent on the government remaining viable and on a positive trajectory. If that is not the case by 2020, the U.S. should not try to build support for a bridging force, as its mission would be hopeless. Depending on the situation in Somalia at the time, the U.S. might wish to seek continued funding of AMISOM, but strictly as a counter-terrorism force. Al-Shabaab directly threatens Djibouti, Ethiopia, Kenya, and Uganda, so they would likely be willing to consider the idea.

Even if any future security gaps can be bridged, the Somali government has little time in which to deliver competent governance. Somalis will not tolerate foreign troops indefinitely, as no people enjoys the presence of foreign armies in their land. Somalia also has a rancorous history with Ethiopia, one of AMISOM’s major troop contributors and one of the countries that would likely be involved in any bridging force.

Assessing the State of State-Building

Whichever system of authority provides an acceptable level of security and services, as well as a framework for sorting out contentious issues, such as clan politics and violent competition for land and other resources, will be victorious in Somalia. It is in the U.S. interest that a viable, friendly government be the victor.

The challenge for U.S. policymakers is to determine whether the current Somali government—and the governance model established in the provisional constitution—are moving the country forward, or if they are irredeemably flawed and therefore part of the problem. Making such a determination is particularly difficult as Somalia’s decades-long dysfunction means state-building will be a lengthy, demanding, and inconstant process. Yet an accurate assessment is critical, since supporting an unviable government and governance model is counterproductive.

Al-Shabaab’s territorial losses and the election of Hassan Sheikh as president in 2012 gave some American policymakers hope that the government and the model on which it was based were of the type that would finally move Somalia in a positive direction. The U.S.’s decision to restore formal ties with the country was a reflection of that hope.

The U.S. now has four years and the first president’s term under the new model to assess whether it is working. In this regard, Hassan Sheikh’s tenure was disappointing. He failed to restrain rampant government corruption, and embroiled himself in power struggles that distracted the government from the country’s many pressing needs. His government also failed to achieve many of the essential requirements of the framework—called Vision 2016—it created to translate core constitutional provisions into political reality. One of the primary perceived failures was the inability to hold national direct elections in 2016.


The Ninth Parliament that sat during Hassan Sheikh’s tenure did little better. Absenteeism was rampant, making it difficult to obtain a quorum to move parliamentary business. The Ninth Parliament failed to complete promptly some of the tasks critical to implementing the electoral process, and its dallying is one of the reasons the electoral process was delayed. It also failed to complete a review of the provisional constitution by August 2016 as required by that constitution. It instead punt ed the task to the Tenth Parliament. Additionally, the government failed to build a competent military. The SNA is unrepresentative of all clans and regions, meaning that it is mistrusted in many parts of the country. Violent clashes occasionally break out within the Somali security services, and the federal member states’ forces are generally loyal to the states, not to Mogadishu. During Hassan Sheikh’s tenure, soldiers received their pay only intermittently, due in part to the widespread theft of funds earmarked for their salary. The international community, meanwhile, has trained an estimated 60,000 to 80,000 Somali troops, of which only a few thousand can be accounted for. There are currently about 27,000 names on the SNA payroll, only a minority of which may prove to be capable soldiers once the government completes the recently launched assessment of SNA operations. The rest may be an assortment of patronage beneficiaries, retirees, widows, and ghost soldiers. A number of countries have trained various parts of the SNA as well, resulting in diverse equipment, tactics, and standing operating procedures throughout the army.

The previous government’s tenure was not all negative. It created a National Development Plan, the country’s first in 30 years. The International Monetary Fund (IMF) projects that Somalia’s gross domestic product grew by 3.7 percent in 2016, diaspora are returning to the country and bringing money and investments, and the country is taking halting steps to rebuild its shattered financial system.

President Farmajo has also overseen some positive developments in his short tenure. He has thus far kept his vow to ensure that security services and civil servants are paid regularly, something the previous government failed to do. His government is
scrutinizing the civil service rolls for workers who draw a salary but do not show up for work. In June, his cabinet approved two significant bills—an anti-corruption bill and a telecommunications bill—to send to parliament for approval.

**Assessing the Electoral Process**

The electoral process that brought Farmajo to power is an especially useful gauge of what kind of progress Somalia is making. The country has experienced decades of war, has little experience with democratic governance, and is fractured by clanism, meaning that the electoral process could not begin to meet the standards of established democracies. However, the four years of intense international engagement prior to the process should have borne some fruit.

There were some positive developments, including the following:

- **The country completed the electoral process**, even in the midst of an intense terror campaign by al-Shabaab.

- **Over a hundred times more Somalis cast votes in 2016 than in 2012**, making the 2016 process slightly more representative.

- **Hassan Sheikh stepped down from power peacefully after he lost, and there was no violence associated with his defeat.**

- **The federal member states formed in time to select Upper House MPs.** The process was contentious, delayed, and haphazard in some cases, and difficult issues remain unresolved. Forming the states with their legislatures was nonetheless an achievement, and some are already passing laws.

- **The Tenth Parliament is in some important areas more representative of Somali society than the previous parliament.** Women hold nearly a quarter of the seats, almost 60 percent of Lower House MPs are under 50 years of age, and 55 percent have never held parliamentary seats before.

- **The MPs appeared to cast private ballots when electing the president.** During the 2012 electoral process, some MPs snapped photos of their ballots to prove their votes to those from whom they took bribes. When MPs cast votes for the president in 2017, security forced them to surrender their phones before entering the voting booths.

There were disappointing developments as well, including the following:

- **There were serious violations of the provisional constitution throughout the electoral process.** The NLF arrogated extraordinary authority for shaping the process, despite Article 47 granting the Lower House of parliament the responsibility to regulate federal elections. Article 72(b) stipulates that each state have an equal number of MPs in the Upper House, yet the NLF awarded Somalil-

---

64. The Lower House approved the latter but sent the former back to the Justice Ministry for further work. In Somalia’s system, the executive branch via the ministries frequently submits bills to the cabinet. If the cabinet approves a bill, it then sends it to the parliament that is responsible for passing it into law. “Somalia: Federal Parliament Sends Back Incomplete Anti-Corruption Bill,” RBC Radio, July 24, 2017, http://www.raxanreeb.com/2017/07/somalia-federal-parliament-sends-back-incomplete-anti-corruption-bill/ (accessed August 18, 2017).
66. Including Somaliland’s non-participation in the process, the precise delineation of borders between some of the states, and the demarcation of authority between the states and the federal government.
and and Puntland three extra seats each. Article 91 required Hassan Sheikh’s term to end in September 2016, yet after delays to the electoral process, the NLF unilaterally extended his term.

- **Not only did the NLF make a number of extra-constitutional decisions, some of its members contested the very seats for which the NLF established the rules of competition.** Such a body was probably necessary to ensure the electoral process came off at all, but opaque and non-accountable negotiations were typical of the way previous reviled governments operated.

- **Massive corruption tainted the process.** Somalia’s auditor general claims that some MPs bought delegate votes for anywhere between $5,000 and $30,000, with two of them allegedly spending $1.3 million each on their seats. In total, candidates may have given at least $20 million in bribes. In one instance, the entourages of two MP candidates exchanged gunfire at the polling station. The Federal Indirect Electoral Implementation Team disqualified both candidates from running again, yet one of them ultimately won a seat anyway.

- **There was no universal suffrage.** Given the depth of Somalia’s dysfunction, national elections in 2016 was always an unrealistic goal. Falling so far short of people’s expectations, however, can only have deepened Somalis’ lack of faith in the country’s governing institutions.

- **The Indirect Electoral Dispute Resolution Mechanism (IEDRM) was nominally effective at best.** The IEDRM called for a review of the results of 24 parliamentary races because of evidence of irregularities, yet the NLF unilaterally decided that only 11 races would be re-run. Eventually, only five races were held again, in which four of the previously disqualified candidates prevailed.

- **Three federal member states nominated a warlord for parliament.**

---


75. The disqualification issue has sparked a row between parliament and the courts as well. The High Court nullified a number of MP victories, and parliament subsequently voted to ignore the High Court ruling, touching off debate over the extent of parliament’s and the courts’ power.

The government of Somaliland refused to participate in the process entirely—despite being one of the federal member states.\textsuperscript{77}

Diaspora dominate the new government. More than 80 percent of the presidential candidates were dual citizens,\textsuperscript{78} and the newly elected president, prime minister, and speaker of the parliament all have Western passports.\textsuperscript{79} Parliament also has a large diaspora contingent.\textsuperscript{80} Diaspora Somalis can be important contributors to the rebuilding process, and their ubiquity is in part a reflection of the size of the diaspora after two decades of war in Somalia. However, their increasing prominence in the country stirs resentment among Somalis who remained.\textsuperscript{81}

The 2016 electoral process was riddled with deficiencies. Its successes, however, taken together with the security gains against al-Shabaab largely holding, the few positive developments from the previous administration, and the early progress of Farmajo’s government, suggest that the stabilization project is still viable. Somalia is also undeniably, significantly better off today than it was during the 1990s and 2000s. However, the gains made in the country could easily evaporate if Farmajo’s government does not make significant strides. While Farmajo is reputedly well liked in Somalia and his government has made some positive steps, the system that governs Somali politics is comprehensively corrupt. Overcoming it will be an extraordinary challenge for the new president, a challenge to which his predecessor who came to office amid similar acclaim and hopes was unequal.

Moving forward, the U.S. must develop, and then hold the government accountable to meeting, a clear set of benchmarks. That will allow the U.S. to gauge how effective its policy is, and avoid encouraging the Somali government to behave irresponsibly under the belief that the U.S. offers open-ended and non-contingent support.

If the government fails to achieve a sufficient number of these milestones over the coming years, and there is not a compelling reason to believe it will significantly and rapidly improve, the U.S. should pivot away from supporting state-building. It would then be wise to focus on counterterrorism measures and helping any friendly systems of authority in the country that have a reasonable chance of stabilizing either the entire country or parts of it. One option in this scenario would be to engage bilaterally with responsible federal member states.

Future Benchmarks

Benchmark to determine if there is any progress in Somalia should include:

- The legislation that the government enacts. The U.S. should track whether the government is quickly laying the legislative groundwork for meeting the commitments it has made to its people and to the international community.

- Implementation of the Security Pact and the partnership framework agreed at the London Conference in May 2017.\textsuperscript{82} The government

\textsuperscript{77} Somaliland declared independence in 1991, refused to participate in the electoral process, and rejects its status as a federal member state. Somalia, however, does not recognize Somaliland’s independence claims. To maintain its position that Somaliland is part of Somalia, the latter accorded Somaliland seats in the Lower and Upper Houses of parliament as if it were an official state. People from Somaliland clans filled those seats, but Somaliland does not recognize them as its representatives. In fact, Somaliland will not allow them to enter its territory as long as they hold federal office. Once they have left office, their clans can file for a pardon from the Somaliland president that, if granted, would allow them to return to Somaliland. Author e-mail exchange with senior Somaliland politician.


committed to implementing both agreements that are full of milestones, many with timelines.

- **Implementation of the National Development Plan.** Developed during Hassan Sheikh’s tenure, the plan is an ambitious blueprint for reviving the Somali economy with a number of measurable goals a competent government can achieve.

- **Meeting its obligations under the IMF Staff-Monitored Program.** Farmajo’s government committed to meeting the extensive reform targets included in the IMF plan first agreed during Hassan Sheikh’s tenure.

- **Crafting a new constitution that resolves key stumbling blocks.** The current constitution is provisional and ambiguous on a number of important issues that contribute to the political gridlock in Somalia.

- **Delivering on promises.** Farmajo has publicly committed to stabilizing the government; fighting corruption, poverty, and al-Shabaab; and protecting the rule of law. Indicators of success would include his government not cycling quickly through prime ministers; passing and enforcing a robust anti-corruption bill; removing ghost soldiers and ghost civil servants from the rolls; ensuring that security forces and civil servants are paid consistently; dismantling illegal checkpoints; and directing the reforms necessary to restore Somalia’s standing with international financial institutions. While Farmajo’s pledge to defeat al-Shabaab in two years is unrealistic, the SNA’s development will be a useful gauge of how the fight against al-Shabaab will progress in the future.

- **The SNA successfully taking over security responsibility from AMISOM for more and more areas of the country.**

- **Protecting civil liberties.** Prime Minister Hassan Ali Khayre publicly committed to protecting press freedom in May 2017, following the previous government’s sometimes repressive treatment of journalists. Farmajo’s cabinet approved an amended version of the country’s existing, restrictive media law in July, but the amended law still has strictures inconsistent with a truly free press.

It is reasonable to expect significantly more improvements (over what the U.S. tolerated during Hassan Sheikh’s tenure) on good governance measures over the next four years. The baseline for Farmajo’s term is higher, and he should be held to a higher standard than his predecessor.

**Recommendations for the U.S.**

To best protect its national interests in Somalia, the U.S. needs to focus on pushing the Somali government to establish itself as a compelling alternative to al-Shabaab before the window of opportunity closes. To accomplish this, the U.S. should:

- **Hold the government accountable to a series of measurable benchmarks.** Doing so would encourage responsible governance and avoid fueling corruption and enabling counterproductive governance. The Somali government must understand that retaining, and perhaps increasing, U.S. aid and diplomatic support requires that it make measurable progress in key areas.

- **Mobilize major players to hold the Somali government accountable.** U.S. diplomats should work to persuade allies engaged with Somalia to hold the government accountable to the targets it committed to reaching. To amplify the effect, the U.S. and its allies should coordinate delivering support in exchange for the Somali government reaching milestones, and withholding support for missed targets.

- **Prosecute any U.S. citizens involved in corruption, and encourage other countries to do the same with their citizens.** During the electoral process, the American, British, and Swedish embassies to Somalia issued public reminders that their laws enabled prosecution of any of their citizens engaged in corruption overseas.91 The subsequent failure to do so likely lessened the deterrent effect, but following through in the future could provide a check on corruption.

- **Ensure effective monitoring of U.S. aid to Somalia.** Somalia remains dangerous, which makes it difficult to monitor accurately where U.S. aid is going. It is crucial to do so, however, as there is a long history in Somalia of aid money inadvertently accelerating conflict. The U.S. must ensure that its investment in Somalia is not part of the problem, and should also require any U.S.-funded organizations to take all reasonable precautions to ensure that they are doing the same.92

- **Help Somalia develop its security institutions in tandem with training its military.** The U.S. trains elite Somali commandos, known as Danab, who are likely the most effective fighting force in the SNA. The U.S. should continue this training, but should also ensure that it is helping reform and develop the institutions that are critical to sustaining and controlling those forces. There is an obvious danger in having highly trained and well-armed soldiers who are not managed by strong, civilian-directed institutions.

- **Help Somalia build the capacity of its bureaucrats.** The years of violence in Somalia has left the country with too few people with the skills or education to run a government. The government requires highly skilled bureaucrats to implement, for instance, or to manage its own airspace.93 The government’s failure to do so will damage the stabilization effort, so the U.S. should

---


be working to quickly increase the Somali’s government bureaucratic capacity.

- **Lead the effort to harmonize security training for Somali security services.** The Somali security services receive different training from different countries, which is deepening their fragmentation and making them less effective in the fight against al-Shabaab. The U.S. and other countries providing security assistance to Somalia began discussing better coordination of their activities in 2016. The U.S. should continue to strongly support that effort.

- **Mediate regional powers’ competition for influence in Somalia.** A number of countries are seeking influence in Somalia, and there is danger it could become host to proxy conflicts. The row between Saudi Arabia and Qatar especially has the potential to damage Somalia. Turkey, which opened its largest embassy in the world and its largest overseas military base in Mogadishu, is siding with Qatar, which has itself long been involved in Somalia. The UAE, meanwhile, is siding with Saudi Arabia, the first country that Farmajo officially visited after his election. The UAE is extensively engaging in Somalia and the broader Horn of Africa region. The U.S. is the only country with sufficient diplomatic capacity to lessen the possibility of the rivalry spilling further into Somalia.

- **Pressure Saudi Arabia, Qatar, and other Gulf States to stop funding—and crack down on their citizens’ funding—the proselytizing of fundamentalist interpretations of Islam in Somalia and beyond.** Beginning in the 1980s, Saudi Arabia in particular began funding the spread of a fundamentalist, confrontational version of Islam known as Wahhabism, the creed to which most current Islamist terrorist groups—including al-Shabaab—subscribe. Wahhabism eventually supplanted Sufism—the syncretic and generally tolerant traditional practice of Islam in most of Africa, including Somalia—as the dominant practice of Islam in East Africa. Saudi, Qatari, and other Gulf State proselytizing has increased the number of Muslims who share significant parts of the ideology to which terrorist groups subscribe. Much of the Gulf funding

---


101. For an explanation of the (minor) differences between Wahhabism and Salafism, another term analysts frequently use to describe the ideology of most current Islamist terrorist groups, see Peter Mandaville, *Global Political Islam* (London: Routledge, 2005), p. 247.

for terrorism now likely flows from wealthy citizens rather than governments. The U.S. should push those governments to cease any of their own remaining funding of Wahhabi proselytizing, and to stop their citizens’ funding as well.

- **Engage directly with federal member states when appropriate.** The U.S. should not limit its engagement to the central government alone. It should also assist federal member states with their challenges, though the U.S. should do so in a way that does not exacerbate the federalism dispute. Only a highly devolved governance system has a chance of working in Somalia, and engaging directly with federal member states will help Somalis achieve that system. The federal government also appears keen to maintain as much control as possible over the states, so a U.S. willingness to engage with the states could be a point of leverage with the federal government.

- **Allow U.S. diplomats greater freedom to travel outside the Mogadishu airport compound.** The U.S. has a constant diplomatic presence in Mogadishu as Kenya-based diplomats rotate in and out of the city. When the diplomats are there, however, they are restricted to the secure airport compound. They should travel, with proper security precautions, into the rest of Mogadishu and beyond, which would enhance their effectiveness and increase their ability to monitor U.S. aid and other engagement in the country. Non-American diplomats frequently make such trips, demonstrating that the risk level is acceptable.

- **Lead an international effort to deliver emergency aid in response to the drought gripping Somalia, but only in a way that ensures al-Shabaab or other malign actors do not benefit.** A years-long drought, coupled with the exacerbating effects of violent instability, has created food shortages for millions of Somalis. The U.N. anticipates the situation will worsen throughout the rest of 2017. The U.S. should continue to rally support for the crisis response, but should also seek to ensure that aid does not reach violent actors, as it frequently has in the past.

- **Urge the Somali government to craft a new constitution in as inclusive and consultative a way as possible.** A small group of foreigners and elite Somalis drafted previous constitutions. A widely consultative process was impossible at those times given Somalia’s disarray, but the security situation has improved sufficiently that the current constitutional review process can and should include as broad as possible consultations within Somalia.

- **Craft a contingency plan to bridge any security gap that opens after AMISOM’s 2020 withdrawal.** An AMISOM withdrawal before the SNA can provide effective security would end the stabilization project in Somalia. The U.S. should already be working with its partners to ensure that does not happen (if the Somali government remains viable and on a positive trajectory in 2020).

**Continue the Effort**

The Somali government and the governance model upon which it is based may not be the solution to Somalia’s problems. They may prove to be ineffective, or even counterproductive. Progress has thus far been painfully slow, and is quickly reversible.

Yet the current stabilization effort is not hopeless. Somalia is objectively better off today than when it was the world’s most failed state. Al-Shabaab is far from defeat, but it so far has been unable to reconquer the swathes of territory it lost. For all its deficiencies, the government has made some progress, though it must do much better, and soon. Since the best way to achieve the U.S. goal of a stable Somalia is through competent governance, the U.S. should continue to support the Somali government, though under strict conditions and with rigorous, committed oversight.
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If it does become clear that the government is not part of the solution, the U.S. should withdraw support for it, focus on counterterrorism, and support any viable and friendly systems of authority that emerge.

The next four years are likely to be critical in determining whether the current stabilization effort can work. The government has the opportunity and the broad international support it needs to build a legitimate political system. The onus is on the government and people of Somalia to prove they can do it.
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